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Abstract: The presence of R-parity violating interactions may relieve the tension be-
tween existing LHC constraints and natural supersymmetry. In this paper we lay down
the theoretical framework and explore models of dynamical R-parity violation in which the
breaking of R-parity is communicated to the visible sector by heavy messenger fields. We
find that R-parity violation is often dominated by non-holomorphic operators that have
so far been largely ignored, and might require a modification of the existing searches at
the LHC. The dynamical origin implies that the effects of such operators are suppressed
by the ratio of either the light fermion masses or the supersymmetry breaking scale to
the mediation scale, thereby providing a natural explanation for the smallness of R-parity
violation. We consider various scenarios, classified by whether R-parity violation, flavor
breaking and/or supersymmetry breaking are mediated by the same messenger fields. The
most compact case, corresponding to a deformation of the so called flavor mediation sce-
nario, allows for the mediation of supersymmetry breaking, R-parity breaking, and flavor
symmetry breaking in a unified manner.
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1 Introduction
For over two decades supersymmetry (SUSY) has been widely considered the most likely
extension of the Standard Model (SM) to be discovered once energy scales of a TeV are
reached. Following the lack of an unambiguous supersymmetric signal at Run-I of the
LHC [1, 2], SUSY has lost some of its luster. The simplest SUSY model now requires
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sub-percent tuning in order to keep the Higgs mass stable at 125 GeV. However, many
of the strong constraints apply strictly to the minimal extension, and there are relatively
simple non-minimal models that significantly weaken or altogether eliminate the existing
experimental constraints. One of the oldest and most commonly studied non-minimal
framework is that of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) supplemented
with R-parity violating (RPV) interactions [3–9].
The original motivation for R-parity conservation is to forbid the presence of baryon (B)
and lepton (L) number violating operators. Naively, the most relevant of these interactions
are the renormalizable holomorphic superpotential operators,
WRPV = µilihu + λijk`i`j e¯k + λ
′
ijk`iqj d¯k + λ
′′
ijku¯id¯j d¯k . (1.1)
If the dimensionless coefficients λ, λ′, λ′′ are O(1), the operators above induce large baryon
and lepton number violating processes, including proton decay, dinucleon decay and n− n¯
oscillation [7–9]. Thus, in the canonical MSSM, the operators (1.1) are assumed to be
completely absent due to an exact Z2 discrete symmetry, called R-parity, under which all
SM fields are even and all superpartners are odd. The realization of R-parity leads to the
stability of the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) and implies that superpartners must
be produced in pairs.
Surely, exact R-parity conservation is not required. The constraints only imply that
R-parity is an approximate symmetry of the visible sector, but it may be strongly broken
elsewhere. By postulating that the couplings (1.1) exist but are small, the approximate
symmetry is apparent. However, this traditional framework of R-parity violation (RPV) is
quite ad hoc, as the origin for the small couplings is unexplained. In addition, to ensure that
RPV is phenomenologically relevant at colliders, large hierarchies among the couplings must
be invoked (for related models and phenomenological studies, see e.g., [9–24] and references
therein). A more attractive possibility is for R-parity to be exactly conserved at some high
scale, while its breaking is communicated to the visible sector at a mediation scale, M .
Then R-parity is automatically an approximate symmetry, since in the limit M →∞, the
symmetry becomes exact in the visible sector. The situation in which the violation of R-
parity in the visible sector is dynamically generated at low-energies is termed Dynamical
R-Parity Violation (dRPV) [25].
If RPV is dynamically generated, the superpotential terms of Eq. (1.1) are not expected
to necessarily dominate the low energy theory. Instead, much like the soft superpartner
masses, non-holomorphic interactions will also be generated. As was shown in [25], in
many circumstances the dominant RPV operators appear in the Kähler potential and take
the form
OnhRPV = ηijku¯ie¯j d¯∗k + η′ijkqiu¯j`∗k + η′′ijkqiqj d¯∗k . (1.2)
We will refer to the above operators as the "non-holomorphic dRPV operators". The effects
of these operators on the low energy physics is automatically suppressed by a high mediation
scale, as well as either chirality or supersymmetry breaking, thereby providing a leading
order explanation for why the overall effects of RPV are small.
The goal of this paper is to lay down the theoretical framework for building models
of dRPV. R-parity is taken to be a good symmetry at some scale in order to forbid the
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unsuppressed holomorphic RPV superpotential terms of Eq. (1.1). The symmetry is then
spontaneously broken by a field S.1 Heavy fields which couple to S mediate the breaking to
the visible sector, resulting in R-parity violating interactions. The charges of S under the
global U(1)B−L and U(1)R determine the form of the leading dRPV operators. As we show,
in some cases the holomorphic terms are allowed, but in most cases the non-holomorphic
dRPV operators dominate. Effects of supersymmetry breaking and flavor violation play a
key role in the phenomenology of dRPV. Supersymmetry may or may not be broken by the
same dynamics responsible for the breaking of R-parity, and correspondingly the breaking
may or may not be communicated by the same messenger fields. Similarly, the flavor
structure of dRPV operators may be affected by any dynamics that breaks the approximate
U(3)5 flavor symmetry of the SM and can provide an explanation for the origin of its flavor
structure. As with supersymmetry breaking, a dynamical origin of flavor breaking may also
be communicated to the visible sector together with RPV. The realization and implications
of the above possibilities will be discussed below.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we present some of the basic properties
of dRPV models. We show that the effects of the non-holomoprhic dRPV operators are
either chirally suppressed, or suppressed by SUSY breaking. We also explain how the low
energy U(1)B−L and U(1)R symmetries can be used to determine whether holomorphic
or non-holomorphic dRPV will be dominant in the effective theory. Sec. 3 is devoted to
presenting several toy model examples of dRPV, which exemplify the key features of the
model-building. In some of these models, R-parity is broken in a secluded hidden sector,
while in others there is a direct coupling between the SM fields and the field responsible
for the breaking of R-parity. We end this section by discussing how to extend the toy
models to a complete one. In Sec. 4 we analyze the consequences of SUSY breaking on the
dRPV operators. We distinguish between two cases: (i) The RPV sector is supersymmetric
and SUSY-breaking is external to it, and (ii) the RPV sector is directly coupled to the
SUSY-breaking sector. Sec. 5 contains our analysis of the flavor structure of the dRPV
terms. As an illustration, we assume that the SM flavor hierarchy is generated via the
Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism [27] in which a horizontal flavor symmetry is spontaneously
broken. We consider the cases where the dynamics which breaks and communicates the
flavor symmetry is either secluded from or unified with the R-parity breaking sector. In
Sec. 6 we study an extension of a model of flavor mediated supersymmetry breaking [28–37],
which allows for the unification of SUSY, R-parity and flavor symmetry breaking sectors.
We conclude in Sec. 7. In Appendix A we present some of the details of a complete
UV model, and the constraints arising from proton decay, neutrino masses and the LSP
lifetime. Appendix B contains the tables of flavor suppressions for a particularly successful
Froggatt-Nielsen model, and Appendix C contains some useful supersymmetric identities
used throughout the paper.
1For models of spontaneous R-parity violation in the visible sector see e.g. [26].
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2 Basic Properties of dRPV
As mentioned above, the dRPV paradigm provides a mechanism which explains the small-
ness of R-parity violating effects and often implies the dominance of the operators of
Eq. (1.2). Before introducing models of dynamical RPV, we make some general comments
on the low energy effective theory that clarify these statements.
2.1 Suppression of RPV Effects
The interactions of the dRPV operators (1.2) are either chirally suppressed or suppressed
by SUSY-breaking, which can be easily seen by using the equations of motion. To illustrate
this we consider the qqd¯∗ operator. Since in the dRPV framework R-parity is broken
spontaneously by a field, S, and the breaking is mediated to the visible sector at a scaleM ,
such an operator is proportional to S/M . First, the dRPV operator, which resides in the
Kähler potential, is expressed as an F-term according to (C.4). Then, using the equation
of motion (C.2) for d¯ one finds,
−
∫
d4θ
S∗
|M |2 qqd¯
∗ =
∫
d2θ
qq
|M |2
1
4
D†2(S∗d¯∗) EOM−→
∫
d2θ
[ 〈S〉∗
|M |2 qq
∂W
∂d¯
+
〈FS〉∗
|M |2 qqd¯
∗
]
.
(2.1)
The first term above induces chirally suppressed operators, while the second term is re-
sponsible for SUSY-breaking suppressed operators assuming S has a non-vanishing F -term
VEV. We will see in Sec. 4 that the contribution similar to the last term above will ap-
pear in the absence of FS , when supersymmetry breaking is secluded from the dynamics
inducing the spontaneous breaking of R-parity. Similar considerations show that if the
standard holomorphic operators of Eq. (1.1) originate from a Kähler term, they too will be
suppressed by either chiral symmetry or by supersymmetry breaking.
The above discussion suggests that in the limit of unbroken supersymmetry and vanish-
ing Yukawa couplings, the dRPV operators may not induce R-parity violating interactions.
To see this, we can consider the simple theory with canonical kinetic terms for q and d, and
the above dRPV operator,
K = |d¯|2 + |q|2 + S
∗
|M |2 qqd¯
∗ + h.c. . (2.2)
Under the non-linear field redefinition d¯ → d¯ − 〈S∗〉qq/|M |2, the Kähler potential above
becomes
K = |d¯|2 + |q|2 +
(
S∗ − 〈S∗〉
|M |2 qqd¯
∗ + h.c.
)
+
∣∣∣∣ 〈S〉M2
∣∣∣∣2 |q|4 . (2.3)
In the absence of the standard Yukawa coupling, hdqd¯, or an F -term for S, this transfor-
mation completely removes R-parity violating interactions from the theory. Conversely, for
FS 6= 0, the terms in the brackets induce RPV terms suppressed by the SUSY-breaking FS
term, while in the presence of the Yukawa couplings, the above field redefinition results in
the additional term 〈S∗〉hdqqq/|M |2 in the superpotential. This provides another simple
argument that all RPV interactions originating from the dRPV operators must be either
suppressed by SUSY-breaking or by the light fermion masses. This may also be verified by
a brute-force component expansion of a the dRPV operators, as shown in (C.2).
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2.2 Spurions and Symmetries
To understand whether non-holomorphic or holomorphic RPV operators will dominate
at low energy, we must consider the symmetries of the low energy effective action. The
MSSM without supersymmetry breaking has three global U(1) symmetries in addition to
hypercharge: baryon number, lepton number and a continuous R-symmetry. The SM
matter fields q, u¯, d¯, `, e¯ can be taken to have charge 1/2 under the R-symmetry, while the
Higgs fields hu, hd have R-charge 1. The B and L charges are standard.
In order to identify the leading RPV operators, one may utilize a spurion analysis in
the low energy effective theory. A crucial observation is that the U(1)B−L and U(1)R sym-
metries differentiate between the holomorphic, Eq. (1.1), and non-holomorphic, Eq. (1.2),
RPV operators:
U(1)B−L U(1)R
OnhRPV : 1 1/2
OhRPV : −1 3/2
(2.4)
Therefore, it is the U(1)B−L and U(1)R charge of the spurions responsible for their breaking
that will determine which of the operators dominate at low energy. For instance, if the RPV
breaking field, S, has U(1)B−L and U(1)R charges 1 and 1/2 respectively, then both the
dRPV Kähler potential operators S
∗
MOnhRPV and the traditional superpotential operators
S
M2
OhRPV may appear in the effective theory. Since the effects of the dRPV operators
are chirally or SUSY-breaking suppressed, these spurion charge assignments will result in
effective theories where the leading source of RPV are the holomorphic terms. This will be
the situation in the first toy model we present in Sec. 3.1.
If S carries U(1)B−L and U(1)R charges −1 and −1/2 respectively, then the non-
holomorphic dRPV operator S
M2
OnhRPV will be allowed while no holomorphic operator
will be generated, leading to non-holomorphic dRPV domination at low energy. This will
be the case in the model presented in Sec. 3.2. In Sec. 3.3, we will discuss two additional
simple models. In the first, S carries U(1)B−L and U(1)R charges 1/2 and 1/2, leading to
the dominant RPV term given by the dimension 6 superpotential operator Shdqqq. In the
second, S is charged 3/4 and 1/2 under the above symmetries, leading to the dominant
RPV term given by the dimension-7 Kähler operator S2D2αOnhRPV .
3 Generating Effective dRPV
In this section we present the basic structure of dRPV models. Most of the models studied
should be thought of as toy models that capture the essence of dynamically generating non-
holomorphic RPV terms in the Kähler potential. The theories are renormalizable and give
rise to non-renormalizable, non-holomorphic operators in the low energy effective action
once messenger fields are integrated out. Extending the toy models to more complete ones
is straightforward and requires the introduction of flavor indices, which we suppress in the
toy models, as well as supplementing the superpotentials with additional interactions that
are responsible for the generation of dRPV operators not present in the simplified examples.
We discuss a complete model in the last subsection.
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3.1 A Toy Model
Consider a theory in which R-parity is preserved in the UV and spontaneously broken by
the VEV of the field S. The low energy effective theory will contain R-parity violating
operators. As a first illustration, let us study the superpotential,
W = MDD¯ + SDd¯+ λqqD . (3.1)
Here D¯ and D are vector-like fields which carry the SM quantum numbers of the d¯ and
its complex conjugate, respectively. For now, we deliberately ignore the effects of super-
symmetry breaking and assume a canonical Kähler potential. Above, and throughout the
paper, we denote heavy fields by upper-case letters, while lower-case letters denote the light
MSSM degrees of freedom.
The fields q, d¯ and S are R-parity odd, while D and D¯ are R-parity even. Upon
integration out of the heavy R-parity neutral fields, the entire effective superpotential is
set to zero (which can be straightforwardly seen from the D equation of motion (EOM)).
Meanwhile, the effective low energy Kähler potential is non-trivial and takes the form
Keff = |q|2 + |d¯|2 + 1|M |2
∣∣Sd¯+ λqq∣∣2 +O( 1
M4
)
, (3.2)
where the cross-term contains the non-holomorphic dRPV coupling,
KdRPV =
λS∗
|M |2 qqd¯
∗ + h.c. (3.3)
The above simple model dynamically induces R-parity violation, once the heavy fields are
integrated out and S obtains a VEV.
The origin of R-parity violation in this model is the mixing among the heavy and
the light fields; there is an order 〈S〉/M mixing between d¯ and D¯, and a sub-leading
mixing between the heavy D and the light multiplet d¯∗. The latter mixing can be seen by
considering the sub-leading term of the D¯ EOM, MD = −14D† 2α D¯∗, which together with
the leading D EOM implies a small mixing between D and d¯∗ of the form,
D ∼ −1
4
〈S〉∗
|M |2D
†2d¯∗ . (3.4)
This atypical mixing is between the fermion of D and a derivative of the fermion of d¯∗,
as well as between the F-terms and derivatives of the scalars, (see Eq. C.3). Due to the
derivatives, one finds that (3.4) is chirally suppressed. Substituting the mixing above in
the last term of Eq. (3.1), the dRPV Kähler potential, Eq. (3.3), is restored,∫
d2θ λqqD −→
∫
d2θ λqq
(
− 〈S〉
∗
4|M |2D
†2d¯∗
)
=
∫
d4θ
λ〈S〉∗
|M |2 qqd¯
∗ . (3.5)
3.2 dRPV from a Hidden Sector
The toy model in the previous section has an immediate disadvantage; it provides no ex-
planation as to why the non-holomorphic RPV is dominant at low energy. For instance,
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the term u¯d¯D¯ is invariant under U(1)B−L and U(1)R, and could have been added to the
Lagrangian. In the presence of such a term, once D and D¯ are integrated out, an effective
holomorphic RPV term is generated,
Weff = − S
M
u¯d¯d¯ . (3.6)
Since this term does not exhibit any further chiral suppressions, the effect of this operator
will generically dominate over the effect of the non-holomorphic operator. Indeed, a vertex
from the non-holomorphic term will be additionally suppressed by md/M compared to
the holomorphic vertex (where md is the down-type fermion mass). The presence of a
leading holomorphic RPV term is in accordance with our expectations from the symmetry
considerations discussed in Section 2.2: the charges of the RPV field S are 1 and 1/2 under
U(1)B−L and U(1)R, and thus large holomorphic RPV terms are allowed.
In the above toy model, S directly couples to the visible sector and its VEV induces
a mixing between the heavy and light fields. It is interesting to consider a deformation
of this model, in which the sector responsible for the spontaneous breaking of R-parity is
secluded from the visible one and the heavy fields act as messengers which communicate
the breaking. A dynamical hidden sector model with suppressed holomorphic couplings
can be easily realized, with a mild modification of the previous toy model. We introduce a
second set of heavy messengers, D−, D¯−, which carry negative R-parity charge, while the
original (positively charged) messengers are denoted D+, D¯+. The RPV field S triggers a
mixing between the two types of messengers, but does not interact with the visible fields
at the renormalizable level. The superpotential of the model is,
W = M(D+D¯+ +D−D¯−) + SD¯+D− +mD−d¯+ qqD+ . (3.7)
Integrating out the heavy messenger sector does not generate an effective superpotential
term at the leading order, and the leading RPV Kähler term is given by
〈S〉m∗
|M |2M qqd¯
∗ + h.c. (3.8)
The above is simple to understand. The dRPV operator must be proportional to the VEV
of the RPV-breaking field, and to m, since it controls the mixing which connects the heavy
and light sectors.
Just as in the original toy model of the previous section, the U(1)B−L and U(1)R sym-
metries allows for the additional superpotential term u¯d¯D¯+. The effective superpotential
will no longer vanish in the presence of this term,
Weff =
1
M
u¯d¯qq . (3.9)
However, this term does not violate R-parity. This is again in accordance with our general
expectation from the spurion analysis: now the charges of S are −1 and −1/2 under
U(1)B−L and U(1)R, which implies a suppression in the holomorphic RPV terms. By
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carefully taking into account the effect of the u¯d¯D¯+ operator on the Kähler potential, one
finds that the leading holomorphic RPV operator is given by
m
|M |4 〈S
∗〉(D2αd¯)u¯d¯ , (3.10)
which is indeed allowed by the symmetries, but is more strongly suppressed than the non-
holomorphic term in (3.8).
3.3 More Toy Models
Let us now briefly study additional variations of dRPV models. In the first example, S
carries charges (1/2, 1/2) under U(1)B−L×U(1)R, leading to the dominant RPV term given
by the dimension 6 superpotential operator 1Shdqqq. In the second model, S has charges
(3/4,−1/2) which leads to the dominant RPV term given by dimension-7 Kähler operators
of the form S2D2αOnhRPV . The resulting operators are suppressed by either two powers
of light fermion masses, one power of fermion mass and supersymmetry breaking, or two
powers of the supersymmetry breaking scale. As with the previous examples, both of the
toy models below can be extended to include the full MSSM by following the steps described
in Sec. 3.4.
3.3.1. Superpotential dRPV
Consider the superpotential,
W = SDD¯ + hdqD¯ + qqD¯. (3.11)
Above, D¯ and d¯ have the same quantum numbers and the model differs from the previous
examples in that the mixing between the heavy and light fields is induced by electroweak
symmetry breaking. This model also has the virtue of being a hidden-sector model, as there
is no direct coupling between S and the MSSM fields. Integrating out the heavy fields leads
to the low energy superpotential,
Weff =
1
S
hdqqq. (3.12)
As explained in Sec. 2.1, the phenomenological effects of this operator are similar to those
of the dRPV term qqd¯∗ in the absence of supersymmetry breaking.
3.3.2. Doubly Suppressed dRPV
Here we consider a model analogous to the original toy model, but instead of having
heavy D’s that mix with light fields, heavy doublet Q’s are introduced together with the
superpotential,
W = MQQ¯+ SQ¯q + λQ¯Q¯d¯ . (3.13)
The heavy field Q¯ mixes with the light one via,
Q¯ ∼ −1
4
1
|M |2D
†2S∗q¯∗ . (3.14)
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Since two mixings of this form are needed in Eq. (3.14) in order to induce the low energy
Lagrangian, the resulting dRPV couplings are doubly suppressed by chiral symmetry break-
ing (or by the supersymmetry breaking scale). Indeed integrating out the fields results in
a vanishing superpotential, W = 0, and Kähler potential,
K = |d¯|2 + |q|2
(
1 +
|S|2
|M |2
)
− 1
4
λ∗S
|M |4 (D
2Sq)qd¯∗ + h.c. . (3.15)
The dRPV term can be simplified by using the EOM,
− 1
4
λ∗S
|M |4 (D
2Sq)qd¯∗ → λ
∗〈S〉
|M |4
(
〈FS〉qqd¯∗ − 〈S〉∂W
∗
∂q∗
qd¯∗
)
. (3.16)
The first of the resulting two terms is the standard non-holomorphic dRPV term with
additional supersymmetry breaking suppression, while the second term can lead to operators
suppressed by two fermion masses or one fermion mass and supersymmetry breaking. Thus,
the RPV couplings are hierarchical and highly suppressed.
The case where the supersymmetry breaking effects are subdominant, offers an inter-
esting possibility where the 3rd generation RPV couplings are much larger than the other
couplings. Using the EOMs, the second term can be written as an F-term,
∫
d2θ
λ〈S∗〉2
|M |2
〈huhd〉
M2
ydyuu¯d¯d¯ . (3.17)
One can see that the effect is equivalent to a traditional u¯d¯d¯ RPV operator, except that it
arises from a dimension-5 superpotential term with a very strong flavor suppression, similar
to [11]. The main difference between this model and that of [11] is that here there are two
powers of the Yukawa suppressions instead of three powers, however the model at hand
enjoys additional overall suppressions due to the mediation scale, M . Also, the large flavor
hierarchy here is independent of any assumptions about the flavor dynamics.
3.4 A Complete Model
The ingredients presented above can be incorporated into a complete model including both
quarks and leptons. To illustrate this, consider the toy example given in Eq. (3.1). A
minimal extension which includes the full set of dRPV operators given in Eq. (1.2) requires
the introduction of at least one more vector-like pair of heavy messenger fields, L and L¯,
which carry the SM quantum numbers of the lepton doublet ` and its complex conjugate,
respectively. The superpotential that generates the full dPRV MSSM is
W = MDiDiD¯i +MLiLiL¯i + λ
d
ijSDid¯j + λ
`
ijSL¯i`j
+γijku¯ie¯jDk + γ
′
ijkqiu¯jL¯k +
1
2γ
′′
ijkqiqjDk
+WMSSM ,
(3.18)
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where in general there can be an arbitrary number of heavy messengers.2 Working with the
low energy effective theory and including the flavor indices and effects of SUSY-breaking,
the superpotential (3.18) results in the effective Lagrangian
Weff = WMSSM
Keff = |qi|2 + |u¯i|2 + |e¯i|2 +
(
δij + α
d
ij
|S|2
M2
)
d¯∗j d¯i +
(
δij + α
`
ij
|S|2
M2
)
`∗j`i
+ηijk
S∗
M2
u¯ie¯j d¯
∗
k + η
′
ijk
S∗
M2
qiu¯j`
∗
k +
1
2
η′′ijk
S∗
M2
qiqj d¯
∗
k + h.c.
+
1
M2
(
1
4
λ′′ijmnqiqjq
∗
mq
∗
n + λ
′
ijmnqiu¯jq
∗
mu¯
∗
n + λijmnu¯ie¯j u¯
∗
me¯
∗
n
+
1
2
λ6B, 6Lijmnqiqj u¯
∗
me¯
∗
n + h.c.
)
+O(M−4) , (3.19)
where the low energy coupling constants depend on the UV couplings of Eq. (3.18) and are
given by
αdij =
M2
M2Dk
λdkiλ
d∗
kj , α
`
ij =
M2
M2Lk
λ`kiλ
`∗
kj ,
ηijk =
M2
M2Dm
γijmλ
d∗
mk, η
′
ijk =
M2
M2Lm
γ′ijmλ
`∗
mk, η
′′
ijk =
M2
M2Dm
γ′′ijmλ
d∗
mk ,
λ′′ijmn =
M2
M2Dk
γ′′ijkγ
′′∗
lmk, λijmn =
M2
M2Dk
γijkγ
∗
lmk ,
λ 6B, 6Lijmn =
M2
M2Dk
γ′′ijkγ
∗
lmk, λ
′
ijmn =
M2
M2Lk
γ′ijkγ
′∗
lmk .
(3.20)
As will be discussed in Sec. 5, several generations of the messenger fields can be mo-
tivated if each carry different charges under a horizontal flavor symmetry and mediate the
flavor structure to the SM. A detailed exploration of the model in Eq. (3.18) is presented
in App. A where we derive constraints arising from proton decay, neutrino masses and the
LSP lifetime.
4 SUSY breaking Effects
So far, our analysis has ignored any effects of supersymmetry breaking. In this section, we
analyze effects of SUSY-breaking on the low energy effective RPV terms. We distinguish
between two separate cases. (1) SUSY-breaking occurs in a secluded sector, different from
that which breaks R-parity. If the scale of SUSY-breaking is higher than the scale of
2Note that the heavy messengers furnish a 5H + 5¯H pair under an SU(5) GUT group. The superpotential
of Eq. (3.18) can be summarized in the SU(5) language (assuming a single coupling) simply as
W = M5H5¯H + S5H5¯L + 10L10L5H +WMSSM .
The other models presented above can be similarly generalized.
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SUSY-breaking
Sector
SUSY
M
Visible Sector
SUSY, ZR2 ZR2
RPV
Sector
M
Visible Sector
SUSY, ZR2SUSY, ZR2
RPV &
SUSY-breaking
Sector
Figure 1. An illustration of the two SUSY-breaking scenarios considered. Left: The SUSY-
breaking sector is secluded from both the visible sector and the R-parity breaking sector. SUSY-
breaking effects are then communicated to both sectors and show up as soft masses in the Käh-
ler potential. Right: Both SUSY and R-parity breaking occur jointly in a single sector and are
mediated to the visible sector at the scale M .
RPV mediation, one may treat its effects by considering the expected soft breaking terms.
(2) SUSY-breaking and R-parity are broken in a single sector and both effects are mediated
to the visible sector by the same mediator fields. These two scenarios are illustrated in
Fig. 1.
4.1 Secluded SUSY breaking Sector
First we consider the scenario where SUSY breaking is external to the RPV sector. Fol-
lowing the discussion in [38], this situation can be described by incorporating the SUSY
breaking spurion, X = 〈X〉 + θ2FX , into a wave-function renormalization factor of the
RPV-messenger and visible sector fields,∫
d4θZi(X,X
∗)ΦiΦi∗ . (4.1)
Here Φi is a generic field with i running over the RPV-messenger and visible sector fields.
Expanding Zi(X,X∗) in (4.1) in superspace gives,∫
d4θ
(
Zi +
∂Zi
∂X
FXθ
2 +
∂Zi
∂X∗
F ∗X θ¯
2 +
∂2Zi
∂X∂X∗
|FX |2θ2θ¯2
)
ΦiΦ
i∗ , (4.2)
where Zi = Zi(〈X〉, 〈X∗〉). One can remove the terms linear in FX and canonically nor-
malize the kinetic terms using the holomorphic field redefinition,
Φi → Z−1/2i
(
1− 1
Zi
∂Zi
∂X
FXθ
2
)
Φi ≡ ziΦi . (4.3)
Under this transformation the original Kähler term (4.1) becomes a canonical kinetic term
along with standard soft breaking scalar masses,∫
d4θ
(
1 +
∂2 logZi
∂X∂X∗
|FX |2θ2θ¯2
)
ΦiΦ
i∗ . (4.4)
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At the same time, every operator in the theory must be transformed according to Eq. (4.3).
Applying this transformation to the toy model of Sec. 3.1, the effects of SUSY-breaking
can be captured by transforming M , S and λ as
M →MzDzD¯, S → SzDzd¯, λ→ λz2qzD . (4.5)
The effects of SUSY-breaking on the dRPV coupling (3.3) are summarized in the operator
KdRPV =
z∗¯
d
z∗¯
D
z2q
z
D¯
λS∗
|M |2 qqd¯
∗ + h.c. . (4.6)
In addition to generating the chirally suppressed operators, SUSY-breaking RPV operators
are also generated due to the F-components of the z-factors. In fact, when integrating over
superspace, the F ∗-term contributions from z∗¯
d
/z∗¯
D
can dominate the RPV effects over the
SUSY conserving ones.
Let us estimate the magnitude of the SUSY-breaking dRPV operators. In many models
of supersymmetry breaking and mediation, the wave-function renormalization factors, Zi,
can be approximated by the form,
Z(X,X∗) ∼ 1− |X|
2
Λ2
. (4.7)
In gauge-mediated SUSY-breaking, 〈X〉 is the mass of the messengers and Λ ∼ 4pi〈X〉/α,
where α is the corresponding gauge coupling. In gravity mediation and anomaly mediation,
Λ ∼ MPl and Λ ∼ 4piMPl/α respectively and, while 〈X〉 is in principle free, it is expected
that 〈X〉  MPl in gravity mediation and 〈X〉 ' MPl in anomaly mediation. From (4.4),
the soft-masses are
m2φi = −
∂2 logZi
∂X∂X∗
|FX |2 ∼ m20 ≡
|FX |2
Λ2
, (4.8)
while supersymmetry breaking suppressed dRPV operators will be proportional to
Fz∗i
M
∼ 〈X
∗〉F ∗X
Λ2M
∼ 〈X
∗〉
Λ
m0
M
, (4.9)
which should be compared with the fermion mass, mf/M , for chirally suppressed couplings.
Therefore, in models of gravity mediation the SUSY-breaking terms are typically negligible,
but in gauge and anomaly mediation, the SUSY-breaking terms could be much larger than
the SUSY preserving (chirally suppressed) operators.
If the scale of SUSY-breaking is below the scale of RPV mediation, M , then zD¯ → 1
and the suppression due to SUSY-breaking is m0/16pi2M . This suppression is expected to
be less than the chiral suppression, with the exception of perhaps the operator containing
the bottom quark. However, there can also be additional suppression to the SUSY-breaking
couplings. For instance, in the case where the scale of gauge mediation is above the scale
of the dRPV messengers, one finds at one-loop that zd¯ ∼ zD¯, since they have the same SM
gauge quantum numbers. This implies that the effects of SUSY-breaking will be two-loop
suppressed in the RPV couplings.
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4.2 Unifying dRPV and SUSY breaking
A second possibility is that the messengers of dRPV couple directly to the SUSY-breaking
sector. In this case, they also become the messengers of SUSY-breaking. This scenario can
easily be understood in the toy model of Sec. 3.1 by replacing M → X = M + θ2FX , where
X is the SUSY-breaking spurion, so that the effective low energy Kähler potential becomes,
Keff = |q|2 + |d¯|2 + |S|
2
|X|2 |d¯|
2 +
λS∗
|X|2 qqd¯
∗ + h.c.+ . . . (4.10)
The last term will contain SUSY-suppressed dRPV, which is larger than in the case where
SUSY is broken in a different sector. However, the third term above can be problematic, as
it introduces a negative tree-level mass for the down-squarks (and the sleptons in a complete
model). The magnitude of these negative scalar mass squares are of order
m2˜`, ˜¯d
' −〈S〉
2
M2
F 2X
M2
. (4.11)
Meanwhile, all the superpartners receive the usual positive mass squares from the corre-
sponding mediation scheme. For instance, in gauge mediation
m21/2,m
2
0 '
( α
4pi
)2 F 2X
M2
. (4.12)
All squared scalar masses will be positive as long as 〈S〉 is not too large, namely 〈S〉/M .
α2/4pi ∼ 10−3. In this scenario there is at least a factor of 10−3 overall suppression of
all RPV couplings in addition to the chiral or SUSY-breaking suppression. There can be
additional flavor suppression which will be discussed in Sec. 5.
Negative soft masses may be avoided in models where R-parity is violated in a hidden
sector. Considering the hidden sector toy model of Sec. 3.2, but taking separate mass scales
for the D+, D¯+ and D−, D¯− fields,
W = M+D+D¯+ +M−D−D¯− + SD¯+D− +mD−d¯+ qqD+ , (4.13)
the effective low energy Kähler potential takes the form,
Keff = |q|2 + |d¯|2 + 1|M−|2
(
|m|2|d¯|2 + |S|
2
|M+|2 |q|
4 − m
∗S
M+
qqd¯∗ + h.c.
)
+ ... (4.14)
In this case, only D− couples directly to the MSSM and to the RPV spurion. Promoting
M+ → X to be the SUSY-breaking spurion induces a mediation of SUSY-breaking through
the D+, D¯+ fields, but negative tree-level scalar masses are not generated. Similarly, one
may promote S to the SUSY-breaking spurion, i.e. S → S + θ2FS , obtaining a similar
result. The possibility in which the same messenger fields mediate SUSY-breaking, flavor
breaking and RPV, will be discussed in Sec. 6.
5 Flavor and Dynamical R-Parity Violation
So far we have focused on the dynamics responsible for generating the low energy non-
holomorphic RPV operators, largely ignoring their flavor structure. However, flavor should
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not be ignored. The reason is that the R-parity violating interactions break the approx-
imate U(3)5 non-abelian global flavor symmetries of the SM and may therefore induce
flavor-violating interactions [39, 40]. For example, the model presented in (3.18) leads to
dimension-6 four-fermi operators that may or may not respect the R-parity and that violate
baryon and lepton number. Consequently, such operators may, for instance, induce proton
decay. The chirally suppressed contribution predicts the proton lifetime to be,
τp ' 1032yr
(
7× 10−8
|η′′ij3η∗k`3|
)2(
mb˜L
TeV
)4( M
108GeV
)4( 0.1
〈S〉/M
)4
. (5.1)
The full set of constraints is presented in Appendix A. If the scale of dRPV mediation is
sufficiently high, it may suppress such interactions without additional flavor suppression.
However, as a consequence, the LSP is predicted to be collider-stable and the theory suffers
from stringent collider constraints, pushing the superpartner’s mass scale to be at around
the TeV scale.
One way out is to introduce a non-trivial flavor structure in the RPV operators. The
main consequence of including flavor suppression is that they are not uniform, i.e. operators
involving light fields will generically be more strongly suppressed than those involving the
third generation, strongly improving bounds from baryon- and lepton-number violating
processes, while at the same time allowing faster decays of the LSP (assuming it is a
third generation superpartner). Interestingly, the SM flavor puzzle hints at the presence
of a dynamical origin to the SM flavor parameters and any such dynamics is expected to
provide a correlated structure in the dRPV operators. As presented below, known solutions
to this puzzle easily provide the necessary flavor protection to dRPV operators. Moreover,
since the fields that mediate RPV interact with the quark and leptons, assuming a flavor
structure in the mediation scheme is a natural extension that may solve the SM flavor
puzzle in conjunction with the dynamical generation of RPV operators.
In accordance with the above, we consider two possible approaches. First, we simply
extend the dRPV model to include flavor suppression factors, assuming that the flavor
physics occurs externally to the sector responsible for RPV (or at a higher scale). We then
consider the case where the dRPV mediation sector itself is responsible for the generation
of the SM flavor hierarchies. In principle, any solution to the SM flavor puzzle may be
considered for these approaches. For concreteness, we consider the specific mechanism sug-
gested by Froggatt and Nielsen [27], demonstrating the general principles. Other solutions
may be straightforwardly applied.
5.1 An External Flavor Sector
There are numerous models that attempt to solve the Standard Model flavor puzzle [41–
49]. Some of these solutions induce hierarchical structure within the RPV operators. One
well studied and motivated setup is known as the Froggatt-Nielsen (FN) mechanism which
assumes that the hierarchy in the fermion masses and mixing angles are the result of the
spontaneous breaking of horizontal (flavor dependent) U(1)FN symmetries. The symmetry
breaking is communicated to the low energy theory at a scale MFN in a flavor-dependent
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manner, dictated by the charges of the various SM fields. The corresponding low energy
operators are suppressed by different powers of the small parameter,
 ≡ 〈φ〉
MFN
, (5.2)
where φ is the Froggatt-Nielsen field(s) responsible for the breaking of the horizontal sym-
metry. In particular, the low energy RPV couplings of (3.19) will be suppressed in a flavor
dependent manner,
α, η, λ ∝ Q , (5.3)
where Q is the U(1)FN charge of the operator. The FN charges of the SM fields are
determined such that the correct fermion masses and mixing angles are reproduced, typically
implying that the lighter generations have a larger FN charge. Therefore, the RPV couplings
of operators containing first generation fields will be more suppressed than the couplings of
the heavier generations. The actual suppression factors may also depend on the FN charges
of the heavy fields D, D¯, L, L¯.
Assuming that the heavy fields are uncharged under the FN symmetry, the flavor
suppression of the dRPV operators of the model in Eq. (3.19) are,
ηijk ∝ |Qui+Qe¯j |+|Qd¯k | , η′ijk ∝ |Qqi+Qu¯j |+|Q`k | , η′′ijk ∝ |Qqi+Qqj |+|Qd¯k | ,
λ 6B, 6Lijmn ∝ |Qqi+Qqj |+|Qu¯m+Qe¯n | . (5.4)
A particularly successful example of FN charges from [50, 51] is presented in Table 1, along
with the coupling suppression factors in Tables 2 and 3 of Appendix B.
5.2 Unifying dRPV and Flavor Models
Next, we consider the possibility that both the RPV and the breaking of the flavor symmetry
occur in a single sector and are mediated by the same set of messengers. In this scenario,
the RPV spurion, S, may also identified with the Froggat-Nielsen spurion. To illustrate
this, consider adding the operator hdqD¯ to the toy model superpotential (3.1)
W = XDD¯ + SDd¯+ λqqD + hdqD¯ , (5.5)
where M has now been promoted to an R-parity odd spurion X with 〈X〉 = M , since in
this case the D¯ field is now R-parity odd as opposed to the original toy model (3.1). There
is now a horizontal symmetry, with QS = −1 and Qd¯ = +1, that forbids the standard
Yukawa coupling hdqd¯. However, when integrating out the heavy fields, the low energy
effective superpotential now contains the term,
S
X
hdqd¯, (5.6)
and the Yukawa coupling is generated with the suppression,
 ≡ 〈S〉
X
. (5.7)
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D¯(−k) D(k) D¯(−k+1) D(−j+1)
q(k)
hd
d¯(j)
S(−1)
M M M
S(−1)
Figure 2. Generation of down-type Yukawa couplings in FN models via integrating out heavy
vector-like fields. Superscripts denote the U(1)FN charge.
In addition, the dRPV Kähler terms as in (3.3) are generated, with the appropriate power
of flavor suppression.
In a similar fashion,the hidden sector model of (3.7) can be extended to mediate flavor,
by considering the Lagrangian,
W = M(D+D¯+ +D−D¯−) + SD¯+D− +mD−d¯+ qqD+ + hdqD¯−, (5.8)
and promoting the D−, D¯− to the FN messenger fields. The main advantage of this scenario
is that no additional source for R-parity violation needs be introduced. We return to this
model in Sec. 6 when we discuss the flavor mediation scenario.
The above models can easily be extended to generate the full down-quark Yukawa
matrix, with elements suppressed as
Y dij = 
Qd¯i+Qqj ×O(1), (5.9)
by including the full generation of quarks, and multiple D, D¯ (or D−, D¯−) messengers
that carry different FN charges. A generic diagram corresponding to the generation of the
down-type Yukawa couplings is shown in Fig. 2. In the diagram, D(i) and D¯(i) correspond
to vector-like messengers with FN charge i. Upon integrating out the heavy fields, in
addition to the appropriate suppression of the Yukawa matrices, the dRPV terms will also
be suppressed by powers of . An advantage of this unified scheme is that, unlike the case
where the flavor dynamics is external, the scale of the RPV spurion is set by flavor physics
〈S〉/X ∼ O(0.2).
In order to generate masses for the up-type quarks, additional heavy up-quark singlets
(U, U¯) or doublets (Q, Q¯) must be included. For simplicity, whole heavy vector-like gener-
ations (Qi, U¯i, D¯i, Li, E¯i) can be introduced. This could be motivated by the preservation
of gauge coupling unification. Generalizing the previous model (3.18) to include these new
fields one finds,
W = X
(
QQ¯+DD¯ + UU¯ + LL¯+ EE¯
)
+ S
(
QQ¯+DD¯ + UU¯ + LL¯+ EE¯
)
+S
(
qQ¯+Dd¯+ Uu¯+ `L¯+ Ee¯
)
+ huQU¯ + hdQD¯ + hdLE¯
+u¯e¯D +QuL¯+ qqD
+µhuhd ,
(5.10)
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where we have suppressed all (O(1)) flavor indices and coupling constants.3 The form
of suppression of the dRPV operators is slightly different from the case where the FN
mechanism is external to the RPV sector, since the heavy fields are now charged under the
FN symmetry. The flavor suppression is now,
ηijk ∝ |Qui+Qe¯j−Qd¯k | , η′ijk ∝ |Qqi+Qu¯j−Q`k | , η′′ijk ∝ |Qqi+Qqj−Qd¯k | ,
λ6B, 6Lijmn ∝ |Qqi+Qqj−Qu¯mQe¯n | . (5.11)
The same set of FN charges given in Table 1 is also consistent with this scenario.
6 Towards dRPV Flavor Mediation
We close the paper by discussing a scenario in which the breaking of supersymmetry, R-
parity and FN horizontal symmetry is mediated jointly by the same sets of heavy mes-
sengers. This framework is a deformation of the well-studied flavor mediation scenario in
which supersymmetry breaking is mediated in a flavor-dependent manner [28–37]. Below
we describe the main features and problems of such a scenario, postponing a detailed study
to a future publication.
Let us begin by considering the toy model (5.5) or its extension (5.10), described in
Sec. 5.2. Following the discussion in Sec. 4.2, we promote the field, X, to be the SUSY-
breaking spurion, X ≡M + θ2F . In order to account for the fermion masses,  = 〈S〉/M is
typically chosen to be of order O(0.2) although smaller values may be considered. As shown
in Sec. 4.2, two contributions to the soft masses in the visible sector are obtained once the
mediators are integrated out. The first are the usual (positive) gauge-mediated contribu-
tions. The second type arising at tree-level from the direct flavor-dependent couplings, are
negative and of order m˜2 ' (〈S〉/M)2F 2X/M2, see Eq. (4.11). Unless  is sufficiently small,
the resulting spectrum is not viable.
There are several possible avenues to eliminate the tension described above. One possi-
bility is to promote one of the global U(1) symmetries, such as B−L, to a local U(1) gauge
symmetry. In this scenario, all scalars receive an additional contribution to their mass of
order
m20 '
(αB−L
4pi
)2 F 2X
M2
. (6.1)
For αB−L & 1, the above may dominate over the negative contributions of Eq. (4.11).
However, since the gauginos still acquire mass only from the SM gauge mediation, this
scenario predicts a hierarchy between the scalars and the gauginos,
m0 ' αB−L
αi
mχi , (6.2)
3Note that the above superpotential is most easily discussed in SU(5) language:
W = X(10H10H + 5H5¯H) + S(10H10H + 5H5¯H) + S(10H10L + 5H5¯L)
+hu10H,L10H,L + hd10H,L5¯H,L + 10L10L5L + µhuhd .
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for i = 1, 2, 3. In particular, one finds that the stop mass is significantly larger than the
bino mass, with mt˜ & 10 ·mB˜. Since mB˜ ≥ 100 GeV, we find mt˜ ≥ 1 TeV, which introduces
sizable (of order percent) tuning into the model.
Another possibility is to introduce additional messengers between the visible and dRPV
sector at a scaleM∗, which is below the dRPV messenger scaleM . This will induce positive
masses of order
m20 '
( α
4pi
)2 F 2X
M2∗
, (6.3)
so provided that M∗/M . α2/4pi ' 10−2, the scalar masses will remain positive.
The above discussion is relevant for an extension of the original toy model (3.1) pre-
sented in Sec. 3.1. A more appealing framework for dRPV flavor mediation is that based
on the hidden sector model (3.7) presented in Sec. 3.2. Indeed, as discussed in Sec. 4.2, the
simple extension of the hidden sector model given in Eq. (4.13) allows for the introduction
of supersymmetry breaking without inducing any negative masses. The FN mediation and
the corresponding generation of the SM Yukawa couplings follows by promoting m→ φ to
be the FN breaking spurion (as opposed to the previous case in which S was responsible for
the horizontal breaking) and adding the corresponding terms which generate the Yukawa
interactions. Explicitly, the hidden sector toy model takes the form,
W = M+D+D¯+ +M−D−D¯− + SD¯+D− + φD−d¯+ qqD+ + hdqD¯− , (6.4)
where S = 〈S〉+ θ2FS is responsible for breaking both SUSY and R-parity. Following the
discussion in Sec. 5.2, extending this model to a complete one, including all SM baryons and
leptons, is straightforward and follows from the introduction of family of D−, D¯− mediators
which carry different FN charges. The D+, D¯+ mediators do not play a direct role in the
Yukawa structure of the effective low energy theory. Finally, the spectrum of the visible
sector superpartners is the usual gauge mediated spectrum. A more thorough study of this
model and its phenomenology is beyond the scope of this work.
7 Conclusions
In this work we have explored theories of dynamical R-parity violation, in which the break-
ing of R-parity is communicated to the visible sector by heavy mediator fields. These models
address the origin of R-parity violation and naturally explain the smallness of the RPV ef-
fects. As was originally shown in [25], dynamical RPV predicts novel, non-holomorphic
RPV operators, Eq. (1.2), that often dominate over the standard holomorphic interactions
typically considered in the literature. The operators exhibit phenomenology distinct from
the standard scenario and may have unique signatures at experiments such as the LHC.
A future publication [52] will present the phenomenology expected from these models and
suggest explicit search strategies for the
√
s = 14 TeV run.
The models presented here exhibit an R-parity symmetry which is spontaneously broken
in the UV and is communicated to the visible sector via a set of heavy messenger fields.
The effects of the non-holomorphic dRPV operators are suppressed by the ratio of either
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the light fermion masses or the SUSY breaking scale to the scale of RPV mediation. In
addition we have argued that any theory which addresses the hierarchical flavor structure of
the SM will directly affect the structure of the RPV operators, leading to additional flavor
dependent suppressions. The overall result is that the dRPV operators can be sufficiently
suppressed to evade all experimental bounds including proton decay and neutrino masses,
and that the low energy theory exhibits novel LHC phenomenology.
We have studied the possibility of unifying the generation of both the SM flavor struc-
ture and the R-parity violating interactions within the framework of the Froggatt-Nielsen
mechanism. Other mechanisms, such as partial compositeness, are expected to be equally
compatible with the dRPV framework. We have also considered the possibility that the
breaking of supersymmetry is mediated in conjunction with the mediation of RPV. Finally,
we have shown how to extend these simple models such that the heavy fields which me-
diate RPV also mediate the SUSY-breaking effects and the flavor structure, resulting in a
flavor-mediation model which features the dynamical generation of dRPV, SUSY-breaking
and flavor structure of the low energy effective theory.
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A Phenomenological Aspects of a Complete Model
This section is devoted to summarizing the consequences of the main constraints on these
models arising from proton decay, neutrino masses and the LSP lifetime. For simplicity we
will use the minimal realization of dRPV based on the superpotential (3.18), introduced in
Section 3.4.
A.1 Proton Decay
Combinations of baryon and lepton violating operators will contribute to proton decay [53–
55]. The Kähler terms in Eq. (3.19) which are relevant, i.e. violate either B- or L-number
or both, are,
K6B, 6L =
λ6B, 6Lijmn
2M2
qiqj u¯
∗
me¯
∗
n +
〈S∗〉
M2
(
ηijku¯ie¯j d¯
∗
k + η
′
ijkqiu¯j`
∗
k +
1
2
η′′ijkqiqj d¯
∗
k
)
+ h.c. (A.1)
One can take this to be the starting point for the phenomenology and use the coefficients
as free parameters. The simplest way to capture the effects of supersymmetry breaking in
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the low energy Lagrangian is to promote the η’s to superfields
ηijk → ηijk + ηθ¯2ijkθ¯2 . (A.2)
To estimate the lifetime of the proton, one can integrate out the superpartners and find the
coefficients of the effective four-fermion operators that violate both B- and L-number,
L6B, 6L =
[ |〈S〉|2
2M4
1
m2
d˜L,k
(
mdj (η
′′
ikj + η
′′
kij) +m
d
k(η
′′
ijk + η
′′
jik)
) (
mdkη
∗
mnk +m
e
nη
′∗
kmn
)
+ |〈S〉|
2
2M4
1
m2
d˜R,i
(η′′ θ¯2ijk + η
′′ θ¯2
jik )η
θ¯2∗
mnk +
1
2M2
(λ6B, 6Lijmn + λ
6B, 6L
jimn)
]
uiLd
j
Lu
m
R e
n
R + h.c.
≡ Λ˜−2ijmnuiLdjLumR enR + h.c.
(A.3)
with
η′′ θ¯2ijk = η
′′
ijk
(
∂ZD¯
∂X∗ −
∂Zd¯k
∂X∗
)
F ∗X , η
θ¯2
ijk = η
∗
ijk
(
∂ZD¯
∂X∗ −
∂Zd¯k
∂X∗
)
F ∗X ,
η′ θ¯2ijk = η
′
ijk
(
∂ZL¯
∂X∗ −
∂Z¯`
k
∂X∗
)
F ∗X .
(A.4)
The first set of terms contains the chirally suppressed operators, the second set arises
from SUSY-breaking, while the third set contains the four-Fermi operators that conserve
R-parity. From these operators, the proton can decay via p→ (pi or K)(e+ or µ+).
The matrix element for the process is
Mijmn '
(
Λ˜QCD
Λ˜ijmn
)2
, (A.5)
where Λ˜QCD is a nuclear matrix element expected to be of the order of ΛQCD ∼ 200
MeV [56]. The resulting proton decay width is
Γijmn ' mp
8pi
|Mijmn|2 , (A.6)
corresponding to a lifetime of
τ ' 1032yr
(
250 MeV
Λ˜QCD
)4(
Λ˜ijmn
1015GeV
)4
. (A.7)
We can then present estimates for the proton lifetime assuming one of the three contri-
butions in (A.3) dominates. Of course in the generic case all three terms contribute and
interfere with each other.
First we assume that the chirally suppressed operators dominate. The leading contri-
bution from these operators is expected to arise from the exchange of a sbottom squark,
because in this case the chiral suppression can be given by the bottom mass (instead of
the down or strange masses). Assuming this term indeed dominates, the proton lifetime is
estimated to be,
τp ' 1032yr
(
7× 10−8
|η′′ij3η∗mn3|
)2(
mb˜L
TeV
)4( M
108GeV
)4( 0.1
〈S〉/M
)4
. (A.8)
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Figure 3. Diagrams contributing to proton decay.
Next we consider the case where the leading contribution comes from the SUSY-
breaking terms. To simplify the discussion, we assume that the supersymmetry break-
ing effects are universal and flavor blind. In this case, we can parametrize the effects of
SUSY-breaking by introducing the parameter X ,
η ≡ η0(1 +MX θ¯2). (A.9)
X is of order Fzi/M ∼ 〈X〉m0ΛM for the case when SUSY-breaking is external to the dRPV
sector and X ∼ FXM2 for the case when SUSY-breaking is directly coupled. The proton
lifetime for this case is given by
τp ' 1032yr
(
10−8
|η′′ijkη∗mnk|
)2(md˜L,k
TeV
)4(10−7
X
)4(
0.1
〈S〉/M
)4
. (A.10)
For a model of minimal gauge mediation occurring below the scale of the RPV mediation,
one finds, (md˜L,k
TeV
)(
10−7
X
)
'
(
M
108GeV
)
. (A.11)
Finally the proton can decay, unsuppressed by SUSY-breaking, RPV, or fermion masses
via the final baryon- and lepton-number violating but R-parity conserving 4-Fermi operator.
If this dominates, the lifetime is approximately given by
τp ' 1032yr
(
10−14
|λ 6B, 6Lijmn|
)2(
M
108GeV
)4
. (A.12)
A.2 Neutrino Masses
One of the strongest constraints on lepton-number violation arises from neutrino masses [57,
58]. In models of dRPV, neutrino masses can be generated at one- and two-loop from the
qu¯`∗ operator. Since Majorana neutrino masses violate lepton number by two units, two
insertions of the qu¯`∗ dRPV vertex will be required to generate neutrino masses.
The one loop diagram in Fig. 4 contains the chirally suppressed part of the dRPV
operators. One can estimate the magnitude of this loop-induced neutrino mass by
mνij '
1
16pi2
η′mniη
′
nmj
〈S〉2
M2
meim
e
j
M2
mumm
u
nAum
m2u˜n,m
. (A.13)
Since this is proportional to quark masses as well as further flavor suppression factors from
η′, we expect the largest contributions to arise from the stop/top loops, which will give
mij ' 0.06 eV × η′33iη′33j
(
meim
e
j
m2τ
)(
S/M
0.1
)2( TeV
m2
t˜1
/At
)(
10 TeV
M
)2
. (A.14)
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Figure 4. One loop diagram and an example of a two-loop diagram contributing to neutrino masses
from the dRPV qu¯`∗ operator.
The two loops contributions might be larger than the one-loop effects, since these
diagrams contain the SUSY-breaking suppressed dRPV couplings rather than the chirally
suppressed ones. In addition, the two-loop contributions do not require mixing in the
squark sector. The magnitude of the sample two-loop diagram on the right of Fig. 4 can
be estimated by
mνij '
g2
(16pi2)2
η′θ¯
2
imnη
′θ¯2
jmn
〈S〉2
M4
mumm
u
n
m2soft
mW˜ . (A.15)
Assuming the SUSY-breaking structure of (A.9), and again using tops in the loops, the
neutrino masses are estimated to be,
mνij ' 0.3 eV × η′33iη′33j
(
S/M
0.1
)2( TeV
m2ν˜1/mW˜
)( X
10−2
)2
. (A.16)
This can potentially be used with the appropriate FN factors to generate a realistic neutrino
mass spectrum.
A.3 The LSP Lifetime
The main reason behind the renewed interest in various RPV scenarios is that they might
make the LSP decay inside the detector and the traditional supersymmetry searches using
large missing energy will not be applicable to these models. Motivated by naturalness, it
is reasonable to expect the stop to be light. Hence, here we consider the case of a stop
LSP. The stop can decay via any of the dRPV operators, but we consider the case when
it primarily decays via the qqd¯∗ operator. Considering flavor suppressions, one typically
expects the largest decay to be to t˜→ b¯b¯. The width is,
Γt˜L→b¯b¯ =
1
4pi
∣∣η′′333∣∣2 m2bM2mt˜
√
1− 4m
2
b
mt˜
2
(
1− 2m
2
b
m2
t˜
)
, (A.17)
and the lifetime is
cτt˜ ' 4 mm
(
300 GeV
mt˜
)(
M
108GeV
)2 ∣∣∣∣ 1η′′333
∣∣∣∣2 . (A.18)
While it is likely at least somewhat displaced, for reasonable choices of the parameters the
decay happens inside the detector.
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B Froggatt-Nielsen Suppression Factors
Here we consider a specific set of Froggatt-Nielsen charges and flavor suppression factors of
the coefficients η, η′, η′′ defined in Eq. (1.2), as well as the coefficient λ6B, 6L of the R-parity
invariant B and L violating, dimension 6 operator presented in Eq. (3.19). The lepton
and quark charges are taken from [50] and [51], respectively. In this case there are two
separate U(1)FN horizontal symmetries, corresponding to two spurions which introduce the
suppressions,
1 ∼  ∼ 0.2, 2 ∼ 2 ∼ 0.04 . (B.1)
The overall suppression factor will be the product from the two symmetries. The flavor
suppression factors from this symmetry are given in the left side of Tables 2 and 3. These
are sufficient to evade all bounds from baryon and lepton number violation even for  ∼ 0.1.
At the same time, the largest of them are sufficient to make a third generation LSP decay
inside the collider.
Since η′′ is symmetric in the q’s, it has 18 independent components and we present the
suppression factors for all of them in the bottom panel of Table 2. However η and η′ have
27 components, so for these we only present those that are relevant for proton decay in the
top and middle panels of Table 2. Finally, λ 6B, 6L has 54 independent components and we
present only those that can contribute to the proton decay amplitude in Table 3.
C Useful Supersymmetric Identities
All superspace conventions follow Martin’s Supersymmetric Primer [59]. The Lagrangian
from a generic non-holomorphic dPRV operator is∫
d4θ(a + bθ2 + cθ¯2 + dθ2θ¯2)ΦjΦkΦ
∗i (C.1)
= a
(
i(φjψk + ψjφk)σ
µ∂µψ
†i − ψjψkF ∗i + φjφk∂µ∂µφ∗i + (φkFj + φjFk)F ∗i
)
+ b
(
φjφkF
∗i)+ c (ψjψkφ∗i − φjFkφ∗i + φkFjφ∗i)+ d (φjφkφ∗i) .
The supersymmetric tree-level equations of motion, with a canonical Kahler potential is
given by,
1
4
D2Φ = δW
∗
δΦ∗
, (C.2)
where in components, the left hand side is,
− 1
4
D2Φ(y) = F (y)− i
√
2θ¯σ¯µ∂µψ(y) + θ¯
2∂µ∂
µφ(y) , (C.3)
and yµ = xµ + iθ¯σ¯µθ. A D-term can be rewritten as an F-term using the identity,∫
d4θV =
∫
d2θ
(
−1
4
D†2V
)
. (C.4)
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q1 q2 q3 u¯1 u¯2 u¯3 d¯1 d¯2 d¯3 L1 L2 L3 e¯1 e¯2 e¯3
U(1)1 -5 -2 0 11 3 0 7 6 2 1 1 0 0 0 0
U(1)2 4 2 0 -4 -1 0 -2 -2 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
Table 1. FN charges for a model with two horizontal U(1) symmetries and flavor breaking spurions.
The lepton and quark charges are taken from [50] and [51], respectively.
η u¯1e¯1 u¯1e¯2 u¯2e¯1 u¯2e¯2
d¯1 
6 6 8 8
d¯2 
7 7 7 7
d¯3 
15 15  
η u¯1e¯1 u¯1e¯2 u¯2e¯1 u¯2e¯2
d¯1 
28 28 14 14
d¯2 
27 27 13 13
d¯3 
19 19 5 5
η′ u¯1`∗1 u¯1`∗2 u¯2`∗1 u¯2`∗2
q1 
7 5 7 9
q2 
14 12 1 2
q3 
20 18 6 4
η′ u¯1`∗1 u¯1`∗2 u¯2`∗1 u¯2`∗2
q1 
9 7 11 9
q2 
16 14 6 4
q3 
22 20 8 6
η′′ q1q1 q1q2 q2q2 q1q3 q2q3 q3q3
d¯1 
37 30 23 24 17 11
d¯2 
36 29 22 23 16 10
d¯3 
28 21 14 15 8 2
η′′ q1q1 q1q2 q2q2 q1q3 q2q3 q3q3
d¯1 
37 30 23 32 17 11
d¯2 
36 29 22 24 16 10
d¯3 
28 21 14 15 8 2
Table 2. FN suppression of ηijk, η′ijk, η
′′
ijk for the charges given in Table 1 applied to the case of
flavor breaking external to the dRPV sector (left) and for the case of flavor breaking and dRPV
mediation sectors unified (right).
λ6B, 6L u¯1e¯1 u¯1e¯2 u¯2e¯1 u¯2e¯2
q1q1 
43 43 29 29
q1q2 
36 36 22 22
q2q2 
29 29 15 15
λ6B, 6L u¯1e¯1 u¯1e¯2 u¯2e¯1 u¯2e¯2
q1q1 
23 23 23 23
q1q2 
22 22 16 16
q2q2 
21 21 9 9
Table 3. FN suppression of λ6B,6Lijmn for the charges given in Table 1 applied to the case of flavor
breaking external to the dRPV sector (left) and for the case of flavor breaking and dRPV mediation
sectors unified (right).
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